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Quickly find an in-the-moment solution! Now more than ever, states are mandating that kids
with special needs be included in the general education classroom. Visit a particular behavior?
This publication builds on the success of the 1st one by expanding the focus from within the
classroom to all or any areas of the school environment?in the hallways, cafeteria, auditorium, on
the playground, and in therapy sessions through the school day. As a result, all educational
specialists, from teachers to administrators, need specific teaching on how to handle uncommon
behaviors. Appear it up! Difficulty taking part group activities/isolating Issues with turn-taking
Being truly a poor sport And many more!E. Director of particular education Peter Gennaro,
occupational therapist Beth Aune, and special needs mother and advocate Beth Burt collectively
address and resolve problematic behaviors associated with: Leaving the classroom without
authorization Lack of focus entirely group instruction Out-of-seat behavior In-seat behavior
Problems completing independent function Meltdowns Difficulty organizing materials
Classroom celebrations Unsafe or inappropriate usage of tools “Aggressive” behavior on the
playground or during P.
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. At the beginning of the school year, we were along the way of experiencing him tested for this,
but we didn't possess a formal diagnosis. Therefore, I experienced a talk to the teacher to inform
her of what we had been along the way of doing. It really is an excellent resource and easily
structured for quick reference. Basically, since they had no idea how to handle him, to them he
was acting out plus they treated him like he was a difficulty maker and I acquired to frequently
pick and choose him up from school. Frustrated, I started searching for information that would
help them relate to my son and not observe what he was carrying out as him performing out, but
as him being unsure of how to talk to them. I found this reserve and the additional Behavior
Solutions book and purchased them. I took them in (alongside my son's neuro psychologist) and
we'd a gathering with the teacher and principal. I recommended they read the books and since
that time, my son is doing so far better in school plus they possess helped me in the home as
well!! They don't go into quite definitely detail, however they do offer you enough info to take
care of the situations. Amazing resource! They may possibly also help with children with
Increase and ADHD. Great book For anyone out there who works together with children with
behavior issues, this is a essential book. I purchased the first reserve "Behavior Solutions for the
Inclusive Classroom" and understood there was a second, however the local bookstore did not
have it. The book's format makes it simple to refer to for quick reference. This book offers you,
the teacher, great ways to handle behavior issues and better understand the behavior itself. This
book was recommended to me by someone in our district and I highly recommned it aswell.
After reviewing it, I intend to buy copies for my child's classroom and after-school program.Must
have for teachers I am not a teacher, but I am a mom of a 5yr old that was just identified as
having Asperger's.. This books offers many great ideas for dealing with a whole lot of issues I've
had with my son.. It was nice in order to use several solutions and also have them work and work
quickly! They achieved it again! In this second publication, the authors address problems from
transitioning out of the classroom, PE, Play, Outside of the Classroom problems (bus, end of
time, etc), Recess and Lunch, Communicating Solutions and more. This follow up with their first
reserve, Behavior Solutions in the Inclusive Classroom, is a good companion piece to the
original. It is a useful tool for dealing with behavior problems. For my work, I work with children
with behavioral problems. Great ideas. The duplicate I've already purchased will be sticking to
me! Helpful ideas Our Elementary staff used this book as an employee development tool - it
really is filled with some common sense ideas alongside insight from people who have expertise
in this area. Needless to say, since there wasn't a diagnosis (yet) from a doctor, they had to treat
my child like he was a standard child. In this edition, the authors, an occupational therapist,
parent of a kid with autism, and educator discuss common behavior circumstances that occur in
classrooms and general configurations and present feasible solutions which can be tried
immediately. I always thought of myself as somebody who thinks outside the box, however the
author actually had some easy solutions that I hadn't thought of which surprised me. This time it
went to the first grade teacher. Five Stars amazing resource for teachers and parents who deal
with children regularly Three Stars it's more for teenagers Two Stars Not much info that's not
common knowledge to anyone who works with behavioral students Add this to your will need to
have list The companion book for Behavior Solutions for the Inclusive Classroom. Aune, Burt, and
Gennaro have done it again! great book teaching is hard enough but when you put behavior in
the mix, well, it gets tougher. A must have for teachers, psychologists, OT's, and anyone who
works together with special needs children. this book was an excellent resource of concepts and
strategies to use to greatly help improve even the tiniest behavior Very useful for teachers! This
can be a second time I purchased this book. The first time I bought it for my child's kindergarten

teacher's classroom. Five Stars Can use as proof accommodations on IEP's etc. What I love
concerning this book, is it is possible to research the behavior, find the page number, not only
does it explain what's taking place to the child, it tells how to help that kid. In my opinion, since
the numbers of kids being identified as having autism, asperger's, and PDD are increasing, it
could benefit every teacher to have a copy on hand.
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